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Introduction:  The morphology of lava flows is 

controlled by eruption rate, composition, cooling rate, 

and topography [1,2,3].  Lava flows provide insight into 

the formation and evolution of volcanoes, igneous prov-

inces, and planetary surfaces [2,4,5].  This is particu-

larly important where compositional data is limited and 

historical context is nonexistent.  Numerical modeling 

of lava flows remains challenging, but has been aided 

by laboratory analog experiments [6,7].  Such experi-

ments using polyethylene glycol (PEG) 600 wax estab-

lished psi (hereafter denoted by Ψ), a dimensionless pa-

rameter that relates crust formation (ts) and lateral ad-

vection (ta) timescales of a viscous gravity current. 

𝜳 =
𝒕𝒔
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Five primary flow morphologies corresponding to 

discreet Ψ ranges were observed.  Those primary mor-

phologies, from high to low Ψ are:  No Crust, Levees, 

Folds, Rifts, and Pillows [1,2,3].  Transitional morphol-

ogies are also observed, demonstrating that the mor-

phologies are produced on a continuum [1,2].  These 

morphologies are analogous to surface morphologies 

and textures observed in nature [1,2,3].  Subsequent 

studies investigated the effects of slope and pulsatory 

source flow rates [3,5]. 

On Mars, dust cover obscures many volcanic ter-

rains from compositional study and historical observa-

tions do not exist.  Lava flow eruption rates have been 

estimated previously by assuming Newtonian and/or 

Bingham rheologies and modelling [8–12].  In order to 

estimate effusion rates in this study, we used three meth-

ods:  rheology, laboratory experiments, and modelling 

to investigate lava flows in the Tharsis Volcanic Prov-

ince on Mars. 

Methods:  To identify and characterize lava flows 

for study, we used image data from CTX (~5m/px), 

HiRISE (~0.5m/px), and THEMIS IR (~100m/px).  For 

topography and morphometry, we used MOLA 

(~463m/px) and HRSC DTMs (~50m/px).  All remote 

sensing analyses were performed in JMars. 

1 – Rheology.  We analyzed lava flow rheology and de-

rived eruption rates using established methods [8,9].  

We assumed a Bingham rheology to derive the yield 

strength and a Newtonian rheology in order to derive 

viscosity.  We assumed a Graetz number of 300 in order 

to calculate the effusion rate.  Using the effusion rate, 

we estimated an emplacement time. 

2 – Analogue Experiments.  We have conducted 562 la-

boratory experiments using a peristaltic pump to erupt 

dyed wax into a temperature controlled chilled bath in a 

tank with a roughened base.  The wax was erupted be-

tween 1–6 cm3/s across a target Ψ regime, with some 

experiements having a nonconstant eruption rate.  The 

temperature of the wax is adjusted according to the 

eruption rate to meet the targeted Ψ value.  Substrate 

slopes were varied from 0–30° in ~5° increments.  Many 

experiments were video recorded to obtain quantitative 

time-series data and/or photographed to carefully docu-

ment morphologies.  The Ψ morphologies are tied to 

specific eruption conditions.  The eruption rate can be 

calculated if reasonable assumptions about a lava flow 

are made.  Assuming a density (ρ=2700 kg/m3), a solid-

ification temperature characteristic of basalt (950°C), an 

eruption temperature, and a 0°C atmosphere, we can es-

timate the eruption rates of the observerd lava flows on 

Mars using Ψ. 

3 – Modelling.  We used a model by [10,11] for long, 

self-replicating lava flows on Mars.  The model ac-

counts for mass loss along the flow length due to levee 

formation and accretion, overspills, and breakouts.  For 

applicable flows, we performed cross sections and 

measured flow dimensions, with particular attention 

paid to channel and levee widths.  This allowed us to 

estimate an effusion rate and corresponding emplace-

ment time. 

 
Figure 1:  CTX image of a lava flow observed just south of Olympus 

Mons, Mars.  Illumination is from the left and north is up.  This flow 
displays a channelized portion, denoted by the white arrows.  This 

morphology corresponds to a high Ψ value and suggests a high erup-

tion rate. 

 

Preliminary Observations:  We observed and 

characterized 36 lava flows in the Tharsis Volcanic 

Province, Mars.  These flows occur on and around 

Olympus Mons, the Tharsis Montes, and Daedalia 

Planum (Fig. 1).  Flow lengths and widths range from 

18–314 km and 0.5–19 km , respectively.  All observed 
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flows occur on slopes <7°, with an average slope of 1.3˚.  

Median flow thicknesses range from 5–55 m. 

Rheology.  Yield strengths range between 102–104 

Pa and viscosities between 103–107 Pa-s.  Eruption rates 

derived from these values range between 60–33470 

m3/s.  At these rates the flows would’ve been emplaced 

between 43 hours and 11.5 months. 

Analogue Experiments.  A narrow range of surface 

morphologies are observed.  Those morphologies are 

most analogous with the No Crust, Levee, and Fold 

morphologies produced in the laboratory (Fig. 2).  Some 

observed lava flows exhibit more than one dominant 

morphology, with the change in morphology a function 

of distrance from its source. Eruption rates range from 

84 – 12,600 m3/s and emplacement times from 1 month 

to 4 years. 

Modelling.  Using the model by [10,11] we were 

able to further constrain the eruption rates and emplace-

ment times of 15 flows.  These results are forthcoming. 

 
Figure 2:  Example of the fold morphology produced in the lab (Left) 
and an analoguous corrugated texture observed on a Martian lava flow 

on Olympus Mons (Right).  White arrows denote downslope direction.  

North is up in CTX image.  Blurry zones in left image due to ice. 

 

Preliminary Discussion:  Our preliminary results 

suggest that effusive volcanism in the Amazonian (≤ 3 

Ga) produced lava flows with eruption rates and viscos-

ities comparable to terrestrial values.  A basaltic to ba-

saltic andesitic composition is suggested by the calcu-

lated viscosities, which is congruent with other studies 

for Mars [8–11]. 

Surface Morphology.  The preliminary observations 

of our study suggests that lava flow eruption rates can 

be estimated to first order without flow thicknesses.  

This may allow flow conditions on other planetary bod-

ies lacking morphometric data to be estimated.  The 

morphologies we observed were biased to higher erup-

tion rates, primarily due to limited spatial resolution, 

dust cover, and degradation.  While channelized flows 

are easily observed from orbit (e.g. Fig. 1), pahoehoe 

(which is analogous to the pillow Ψ morphology) tend 

to be meter-scale features on Earth and are easily ob-

scured by surface conditions and unresolvable from or-

bit.  Other methods aimed at determining a lava flow’s 

texture might address this issue [12]. 

Martian Eruption Rates.  Although it is generally 

agreed that volcanism on Mars has reduced in volume 

and spatial extent over time, our results suggests that re-

cent volcanism has produced localized high eruption 

rates capable of producing expansive flows.  The flows 

observed in this study represent some of the most recent 

volcanism on the surface of Mars.  This analysis sug-

gests less evolved parent magmas, a large volume of 

available magma, and/or high driving pressures.  Varia-

bility in the eruption rates between methods are due to 

simplifying assumtions, such as a Newtonian/Bingham 

rheology and failure to account for nonactive mass (sta-

tionary levees).  Further constraining the range of erup-

tion rates is possible by incorporating additional data, 

such as composition. 

Planetary Applicability of Ψ.  Ψ is numerically de-

rived from first principles [1].  One of the underlying 

assumptions made in the derivation is that heat removal 

from the surface of the flow is primarily done by con-

vection.  Subaerial lava flows on the Earth, Moon, and 

Mars remove heat primarily via radiation, with minimal 

losses via conduction to the substrate [1,2].  Convection 

is the dominant process of heat removal for  underwater 

terrestrial lava flows and on Venus due to its thick at-

mosphere. 

Ongoing and Future Work:  The work featured 

here is being written up for publication and is part of the 

primary author’s dissertation. 
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